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Write to Self-Care

Focus Me Products and Packages
“[As a writer] you have to have the three D’s: drive, discipline and desire. 

If you’re missing any one of those three, you can have all the talent in the world,
but it’s going to be really hard to get anything done.” 

~ Nora Roberts
 

With the help of premium essential oils, all Focus Me Package components will
encourage you to create boundaries, stop procrastination, gain motivation, reclaim
your time, and set goals to develop a plan for your written work. Handcrafted with
your needs in mind, the energy poured into these pieces is sure to invigorate and
motivate your imagination.

Focus Rocks
“Feeling rooted in the earth is soothing to the body, and it is our connection to the earth that gives us our most basic sense

of belonging, home, resilience, and safety.” - Jessica Moore 
 

I believe that rocks have the power to calm, settle and ground us. The rocks that I
included in the Write to Self-Care packages were gathered from different parts of
the world, such as Costa Rica, Mexico, Southern Ontario, Northern Ontario,
Ireland, England and more.  

I use rocks by moving them around in my hands to focus my mind when thinking
and to release excess energy when I need to remain calm and in tune with my
thoughts. While writing a piece or creating a piece of art, I often find that while my
hands are busy, my mind flows easier. During times of stress or anxiety, this focus
rock helps to keep me grounded, and my mind focused on more calming mantras to
bring me back to my focused or calmer state. 



Focus Me Products
Hand Cream

Available in Minty Focus and Invigorating Citrus
I took a deep breath and listened to the old bray of my heart. I am. I am. I am. - Sylvia Plath

 
Sure to dispel any feelings of frustration, setbacks or negative thoughts as you write,
this hand cream instead helps you to unleash your true creative genius and encourages
you to write on.   

Whether you're writing, painting, washing dishes, playing with kids, or being
outdoors in nature, we use our hands every single day over and over without thought.
Unfortunately, we often take the skin and the health of our hands for granted. The
Write to Self-Care hand cream is a rich, creamy recipe that has been expertly tailored
for the creative working hands to nourish and care for your skin. The oils used in the
ingredients will absorb into your hands without leaving any greasy residue and will
protect against harsh elements.  
Note: those with oily skin may not enjoy this product 

Oil Scrub
Available in Minty Focus 

“There is no exquisite beauty… without some strangeness in the proportion.” - Edgar Allan Poe
 

Go ahead, scrub and refresh yourself as you set your mind to affirmations of confidence,
courage and belief in your badass self. This scrub is perfectly balanced to not only naturally
remove dead skin (and negative feelings) but also replenish and nurture your skin with
hydrating, nourishing oils. 

Instructions:
Wash your skin as usual in warm water
Place a small amount of body scrub in your hand, an exfoliating glove or a cloth
Gently rub it on your skin in small circular motions and massage it into your skin
Be sure to be gentle and rub your skin for no more than 30 seconds to avoid damage 
Rinse your skin liberally with lukewarm water
If possible, air-dry your skin so as not to remove the nourishing oils 



Focus Me Products
Bath Soak

Available in Invigorating Citrus
“I've got the key to my castle in the air, but whether I can unlock the door remains to be seen.” - Louisa May Alcott

 
With your imagination turning, create a positive, invigorating atmosphere as you freshen
the air and allow your thoughts to flow. 

 Simply pour a small amount (approx. 3 TBL spoons) of the dry bath soak mixture into the
brown bag provided and place it into a warm bath near the running water. This will keep
your bath free of any flower petals or herbs while still maximizing on the nourishing
benefits. Soak as long as you'd like with the bag still in the water with you. The use of
baking soda in this mixture will prevent your skin from drying out from the purifying
Himalayan and Epsom salts. 

Rollerball
Available in Minty Focus and Invigorating Citrus

“Some stories have to be written because no one would believe the absurdity of it all.”-  Shannon L. Alder
 

Take your inspiration on the road and let your focus flourish with these ideal rollerballs.
Smell, swipe and create! 

Use this rollerball on:
Wrists: This is a pulse point. 

Behind the Ears: Behind the ears is one of the areas where your skin is more permeable or
absorbent. 

Temples: This is a pulse point, which means that there are blood vessels (or, in the case of
your temples, the temporal artery) close to the skin's surface. 

Bottom of your feet: The larger pores on the bottom of your feet can more easily absorb
essential oils through the skin and release the benefits of the oils into your bloodstream.

Can also be used on: Collarbone, back of your neck, ankles, stomach, side of neck, inner
elbow, chest, back of knees.
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Write to Self-Care

Relax Me Products and Packages
“We write every day, we fight every day, we think and scheme and dream a little dream every day. manuscripts pile up in the

kitchen sink, run-on sentences dangle around our necks. we plant purple prose in our gardens and snip the adverbs only to
thread them in our hair. we write with no guarantees, no certainties, no promises of what might come, and we do it anyway.

this is who we are.” - Tahereh Mafi
 

As writers and creative people, we often become so engrossed in our projects that we
forget to care and nurture the parts of ourselves that need to be replenished and
refuelled. With the help of premium essential oils, the Writers Relaxation Package
aims to soothe the parts of you that are often forgotten and neglected.  This going to
all you to continue to meet the demands of your readers, business or personal writing
endeavours.

Focus Rocks
“Feeling rooted in the earth is soothing to the body, and it is our connection to the earth that gives us our most basic sense of

belonging, home, resilience, and safety.” - Jessica Moore 
 

I believe that rocks have the power to calm, settle and ground us. The rocks that I
included in the Write to Self-Care packages were gathered from different parts of the
world, such as Costa Rica, Mexico, Southern Ontario, Northern Ontario, Ireland,
England and more.  

I use rocks by moving them around in my hands to focus my mind when thinking
and to release excess energy when I need to remain calm and in tune with my
thoughts. While writing a piece or creating a piece of art, I often find that while my
hands are busy, my mind flows easier. During times of stress or anxiety, this focus rock
helps to keep me grounded, and my mind focused on more calming mantras to bring
me back to my focused or calmer state. 



Relax Me Products
Hand Cream

Available in Grounding Woods and Restful Waves
To sit in the shade on a fine day and look upon verdure is the most perfect refreshment. - Jane Austen

 
Sure to dispel any feelings of frustration, setbacks or negative thoughts as you write, this
hand cream instead helps you to unleash your true creative genius and encourages you to
write on.   

 Whether you're writing, painting, washing dishes, playing with kids, or being outdoors in
nature, we use our hands every single day over and over without thought. Unfortunately,
we often take the skin and the health of our hands for granted. The Write to Self-Care hand
cream is a rich, creamy recipe that has been expertly tailored for the creative working hands
to nourish and care for your skin. The oils used in the ingredients will absorb into your
hands without leaving any greasy residue and will protect against harsh elements.  

Note: those with oily skin may not enjoy this product 

Oil Scrub
Available in Restful Waves 

Live a little, comfort a little, cheer thyself a little. -Shakespeare
 

Go ahead, scrub and refresh yourself as you set your mind to affirmations of confidence,
courage and belief in your badass self. This scrub is perfectly balanced to not only naturally
remove dead skin (and negative feelings) but also replenish and nurture your skin with
hydrating, nourishing oils. 

Instructions:
Wash your skin as usual in warm water
Place a small amount of body scrub in your hand, an exfoliating glove or a cloth
Gently rub it on your skin in small circular motions and massage it into your skin
Be sure to be gentle and rub your skin for no more than 30 seconds to avoid damage 
Rinse your skin liberally with lukewarm water
If possible, air-dry your skin so as not to remove the nourishing oils 



Relax Me Products
Bath Soak

Available in Grounding Woods
“Everyone is a moon and has a dark side which he never shows to anybody.” -Mark Twain 

 
With your imagination turning, create a positive, invigorating atmosphere as you freshen
the air and allow your thoughts to flow. 

 Simply pour a small amount (approx. 3 TBL spoons) of the dry bath soak mixture into the
brown bag provided and place it into a warm bath near the running water. This will keep
your bath free of any flower petals or herbs while still maximizing on the nourishing
benefits. Soak as long as you'd like with the bag still in the water with you. The use of
baking soda in this mixture will prevent your skin from drying out from the purifying
Himalayan and Epsom salts. 

Rollerball
Available in Minty Focus and Invigorating Citrus

“I am in the mood to dissolve in the sky.” - Virginia Woolf
 

Take your inspiration on the road and let your focus flourish with these ideal rollerballs.
Smell, swipe and create! 

Use this rollerball on:
Wrists: This is a pulse point. 

Behind the Ears: Behind the ears is one of the areas where your skin is more permeable or
absorbent. 

Temples: This is a pulse point, which means that there are blood vessels (or, in the case of
your temples, the temporal artery) close to the skin's surface. 

Bottom of your feet: The larger pores on the bottom of your feet can more easily absorb
essential oils through the skin and release the benefits of the oils into your bloodstream.

Can also be used on: Collarbone, back of your neck, ankles, stomach, side of neck, inner
elbow, chest, back of knees.


